ECLIPSE SE IS YOUR EDISCOVERY MULTITOOL
Right out of the box, Eclipse SE is a desktop powerhouse that solidly outperforms today’s most widely used inhouse review platforms. It seamlessly converts data formatted for Concordance from LexisNexis®. And if you
need an extra boost, add one or more of Eclipse SE’s optional modules to harness even more powerful features.

SE Streaming: Supercharge Your Review

SE Scan: Integrate Scanning into Workflows

SE Streaming provides the unmatched speed
and data integrity users have come to expect
from Ipro’s streaming technology — in desktop
software tailored for today’s smaller, nimbler
organization. By harnessing the power of Ipro’s
cutting-edge processing engine, SE Streaming
can get high-quality data into review at least
twice as fast as other industry-leading
desktop applications.

Perform complete scanning jobs directly
from Eclipse SE’s user interface and keep
powering through productions. Scan batches
or seamlessly insert individual documents into
families with numerous formatting options, and
even apply OCR as you work. SE Scan lets you
ensure quality by QC-ing random samples, and
then applying de-skew, de-speckle and even
more cleanup options.

Summation Migration: You’ve Got Options

SE Print: The Print Shop at Your Desktop

The Summation Migration utility brings your
entire Summation case into Eclipse SE, including
all images, native files, transcripts and more.
The migration process is simple and intuitive,
and can be initiated from the Eclipse SE Admin
interface. If you have multiple cases to bring into
Eclipse SE, the Summation Migration utility also
lets you migrate them without waiting to load
case after case.

With SE Print, your workflow is never disrupted
when print jobs pop up. Designate a single
workstation for printing, and then let SE Print
do the rest. There’s no waiting for jobs to spool
to a printer. They’re sent to a single location so
your team avoid unnecessary starts and stops.
For larger collections, SE Print’s batch-printing
function quickly handles jobs that might tie
up resources.

SE Publish: Review Case Data Anywhere
SE Publish lets you access cases when there is
no network access. This gives you the freedom
to work while traveling, or to share cases with
experts outside your environment. SE Publish
creates stand-alone versions of your cases with
an accompanying runtime version of Eclipse
SE. Work product and other edits made in SE
Publish can then easily be transferred back into
your master case.

Your Advantage Starts Now
Start getting even more from an already powerful eDiscovery solution. Contact Ipro Tech today to discover
all the ways Eclipse SE can empower your organization: (888) 477-6463 or sales@iprotech.com.
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